
setup

Choose an Objective for the game and place that card face up where all players can 
see it, then place the Surge Tokens and Targeting Tokens in a supply near the play 
area. Turn the player boards upside down in a pile, shuffle them, and then randomly
give one to each player. If needed lay the 4 Turn Tokens out in a straight line so that
they can be used during game play by sliding the current round represented out of 
line.

Also give each player the following:
• 10 Damage cards
• 6 Pistols (Starter cards with a white border around the name)
• 4 Ammunition (Starter cards with a white border around the name )
• 2 dice

Each player should shuffle together their ten starter cards (6 Pistol cards and 4 
Ammunition cards) to form their Deck. The Deck should be placed on the left side of
the player mat. The 10 Damage cards should be placed within easy reach, also on the
left side of the player mat. This is known as the Damage Supply. Dice can be easily 
kept on top of the player mat.

Shuffle the Horde and Resource Decks separately and place them with the Resource 
Deck above the Horde Deck.

Deal out a number of cards in columns depending on the number of players. There 
should be 1 Resource card above each Horde card in each column. The Resource 
cards laid out in this step will form the Resource Row of The Wasteland. The Horde 
cards laid out in this step will form the Back Row of the Wasteland. There is another
row in front of the Back Row called the Front Row. In most cases Zombies and 
Survivors will only Spawn on the Back Row below the Resource Row.

1 Player - 4 columns (4 Resource cards above 4 Horde cards)
2 Players - 5 columns (5 Resource cards above 5 Horde cards)
3 Players - 6 columns (6 Resource cards above 6 Horde cards)
4 Players - 7 columns (7 Resource cards above 7 Horde cards)

*Crawlers always Spawn on the Front Row if able. If a Crawler is Spawned on the 
Front Row, Spawn the space behind it on the Back Row as well.

During Setup, if a negative Event Walker (The Horde, Outbreak, or Overrun) is 
drawn set it aside and continue creating the play area. When all columns are created
shuffle the removed Event Walker back into the Horde Deck. Your starting cards 



should contain no negative Event Walkers... unless you want to increase the 
difficulty after your first few plays of the game.

*The card Event Walker - The Horde will cause Zombies and Survivors to Spawn on 
the Front Row. This is the only way that Survivors can make it to the Front Row. 
During the Horde Phase (during the Zombie Movement Phase) certain Zombies will 
advance from the Back Row to the Front Row and others from the Front Row out of 
the play area.

You're ready to begin! 

The Game

Search and Survive is played over a number of game rounds until 1 of 2 things 
happens; the player(s) achieve their goal(s) OR any 1 player has been forced to add 
all 10 of their Damage cards to their Deck/Discard Pile. The former will result in a 
group victory, and the latter results in a loss for the players.

Every game round will consist of 4 player turns, regardless of the number of players
in the game. The 4 player turns are followed immediately by the Horde Phase, 
where the Zombies use their abilities against the players, move, and then respawn 
for the next game round. This is how the player turns are divided depending on the 
number of players:

1 Player - Player takes all 4 turns followed by the Horde Phase during each game 
round.
2 Players - Players take 2 turns each in an alternating fashion. The Players also 
switch who takes the first player token after each game round.
3 Players - 2 players will take 1 turn each and 1 player will take two turns during the 
game round. The first player takes the 1st and 4th turns, and at the end of the game 
round the first player token is given to the next player in clockwise order.
4 Players – Starting with the first player each player will take 1 turn. At the end of 
the game round the first player token is given to the next player in clockwise order.

There are a few key things to be aware of during play:

1. Only the Back Row Spawns Zombies (and Survivors) unless a card states 
otherwise. The Back Row is immediately respawned after a card is discarded 
from it during the player turns.

2. Like the Back Row, the Resource Row is also respawned after a card is 
removed from it.



3. There are differences between terms like Kill, Destroy, and Sacrifice and how 
cards are handled with each. See the definitions at the back of this rulebook 
for clarification.

Player Turns

During each player turn (4 per game round) the active player will perform the 
following phases in this order:

1. Draw Phase
2. Item Phase
3. Trade Phase
4. Melee and Ranged Attack Phases

Draw Phase

The Draw Phase is the first step in a player's turn. The player will Draw 5 cards from
their personal Deck and add those 5 cards to their Hand. The Hand of cards is laid 
out above the player's player board.

If at any time a player is unable to Draw the required number of cards from their 
Deck, the player's Discard Pile is shuffled and formed into the player's new Deck. In 
this way newly acquired cards can be Drawn, since they are normally initially added 
to a player's Discard Pile. All cards in the Deck must be Drawn before the Discard 
Pile is shuffled to form a new Deck.

*During a game round it gets to be Dagon's turn. During the Draw Phase Dagon 
only has 2 cards left in his Deck, but he is allowed to Draw 5. He Draws the 2 
remaining cards and places them into his Hand, laying them out above his player 
board. He then shuffles his Discard Pile and forms a new Deck. He Draws his 
remaining 3 cards for a total of 5 cards Drawn.

*Certain cards can allow players to Draw additional cards during the Draw Phase. 
The Gatherer, for example, states that its controller may Draw an additional card 
during the Draw Phase if they wish.

Item Phase

After the Draw Phase is the Item Phase. During this phase of the player turn the 
active player can Discard Item cards to use their abilities, Discard Damage cards to 
gain a Surge Token, and activate appropriate Survivor and Location abilities.



*Damage cards are generally bad and serve as dead weight in a player's Hand. 
However, some cards allow the players to use Damage cards in a positive way, and 
3 Damage cards at a time may be Discarded to gain a Surge Token.

*3 Damage cards in the player's Hand must be Discarded at the same time in order 
to acquire a Surge Token. Damage Cards can not be used for more than one ability 
during the same turn. For example, a single Damage card cannot be used for the 
Shanty's ability AND used to gain a Surge Token during the same player turn.

*There are several type of cards that come from the Resource Deck; Item cards have 
red backgrounds, Ranged Weapon cards have blue backgrounds, Melee Weapon 
cards have yellow backgrounds, and Location cards are full artwork.

Trade phase

During the Trade Phase the active player may take 1 non-Damage card from their 
Hand and Discard it into any other player's Discard Pile. A maximum of 1 card can 
be traded per turn. 

*The Trade Phase is useful for getting certain Item cards and Weapon cards into the
right hands. For example, the player playing as the Scrapper may want to give his 
Sniper Rifle card to the Sharpshooter. This sort of strategic trading can increase 
overall team effectiveness.

Attack Phases

The Melee Attack Phase and Ranged Attack Phase can be performed in any order, 
but both must be performed at the end of the player's turn after the Draw, Item, 
and Trade Phases. Players can jump back and forth between Melee and Ranged 
Attacks as they wish, starting and ending with either. Each player's turn ends after 
their last attack (if they were able to make any). 

*Ayden has 1 Melee Weapon card and enough Ammunition cards to make 3 Ranged 
Attacks. He makes 1 Ranged Attack and then decides to use his Melee Attack next. 
He does so and then takes his 2 remaining Ranged Attacks afterwards. After his 4th
Attack (1 Ranged, 1 Melee, and then 2 more Ranged) Ayden's turn ends.

It is important to note that if a player is capable of making an attack they must 
make at least 1 during their turn. With that being said, a player is only required to 
make a single attack (if able) no matter how many could potentially be made.



*Dagon has enough cards to make 4 Ranged Attacks, but he is running low on 
Damage cards. He doesn't want to risk too much Damage by making all 4 attacks, 
but he must make 1 since he is able to do so. After making 1 Ranged Attack Dagon 
chooses to end his turn.

Once a path/column is cleared to a Resource card on the Resource Row the attacking
player must Scavenge said Resource card and add it to their Discard Pile. 
Scavenging is the term for adding a card directly to a Discard Pile. Cards on the 
Back Row are Spawned to replace the cleared path, as well as any Resources that 
were Scavenged. 

If a column is cleared to a Resource the player must Scavenge the card. Sometimes a
card with an ability allows the player(s) to Scavenge cards after an attack. When a 
space in the Resource Row needs to be respawned first fill that space, then players 
Scavenge their cards, usually starting with the first player.

Both Melee Attacks and Ranged Attacks are subject to Line of Sight. Only the 
frontmost target can be attacked. For example, if there is a Crawler on the Front 
Row with a Walker directly behind it on the Back Row, the Crawler must be Killed 
before the Walker can be targeted.

Once a Zombie or Survivor is Killed/Rescued from the Back Row during the player 
turns another card replaces it immediately. The Back Row will never be devoid of 
cards during the player turns, but the Front Row will vary greatly. 

*During the Horde Phase new cards are not Spawned until the end of the Horde 
Phase. This is the only time that the Back Row will temporarily have empty spaces.

It's also important to understand that during each turn a player might only use 
Ranged Attacks, only use Melee Attacks, or they might use both. This can, and most
likely will, change from turn to turn as different hands of cards are drawn. 

When making attacks the Targeting Tokens can be used to declare targets. 3 
Targeting Tokens are included so that Assault Rifle targets can be marked during 
the Ranged Attack Phase.

When attacking with either Ranged or Melee Attacks rolling 2 '1's always misses. 
The differences between Ranged and Melee Attacks are discussed in the next 2 
sections.

Ranged Attack Phase

Ranged Attacks will require 2 things; a Ranged Weapon card (Assault Rifle, Pistol, 



etc.) and Ammunition cards. Ammunition cards serve no purpose without a 
weapon, other than allowing the player to Discard it to Draw an additional card 
during the Item Phase. 

*Ranged Weapons can make 1 attack without Ammunition. This represents the 
weapon already being loaded.

As mentioned previously, Ammunition cards can be Discarded during the Item 
Phase to Draw an additional card. They have another use as well, however. During 
the Ranged Attack Phase and after a Ranged Attack, an Ammunition card can be 
Discarded to allow the player to make another attack. Bear in mind that without the 
Attack Bonus that the Discarded Ammunition card provides the 2nd (and 3rd and 
4th...) attack will be weaker.

*Ammunition cards can only be Discarded to Draw an additional card during the 
Item Phase. Once the Item Phase ends Ammunition cards can only be Discarded to 
make additional attacks during the Ranged Attack Phase.

During the Ranged Attack Phase the active player will take all of the Ranged 
Weapon cards (blue cards) in their Hand and add up the Attack Bonuses. The Attack
Bonus of each card is located in the upper left corner of the card inside of the blood 
spatter. This total is then added to the Attack Roll, which is made with 2 D6s. This 
total will make the Total Attack Value. 

All Ranged Weapon cards and Ammunition cards add to the Total Attack Value of 
each attack. It is possible to have multiple Ranged Weapon cards on a single turn. 
Each card will add its Attack Bonus to the attack, but a player must choose 1 to be 
their Primary Weapon for the duration of the Ranged Attack Phase each turn. Only 
the Primary Weapon will lend its ability to the attack.

*Joie has 1 Sniper Rifle card (+2 Attack Bonus), 1 Revolver card (+1 Attack Bonus), 
and 2 Ammuniton cards (+1 Attack Bonus each) in her Hand. Her total Attack Bonus
is '+5'. She chooses the Revolver as her Primary Weapon and gains the ability to 
potentially Kill/Rescue targets on the Front Row and Back Row simultaneously in a 
single attack.

The Total Attack Value is then compared to the Defense Value of the target of the 
attack. If the Total Attack Value meets or exceeds the Defense Value of the target, 
then the attack is successful. The Defense Value is found on the top right of 
Survivor and Zombie cards.

*After a successful attack against a hostile target (Zombie) the target is placed into 
a discard pile on the side of the play area. Successful attacks against Survivors will 



see the Survivor added to the bottom of the player's player board. Both Zombies 
and Survivors remain in play if the attack fails.

When attacking a hostile target players risk taking Damage. Missed Ranged Attacks 
against any hostile target will result in that player taking 1 Damage. The Damage 
card is taken from the player's Damage Supply and placed into the player's Discard 
Pile.

When players attack Survivors, they are thematically attempting to save them from 
an invisible threat. Players do not take Damage from failed attacks against 
Survivors. 

Melee Attack Phase

The Melee Attack Phase is very similar to the Ranged Attack Phase. Attacking with a
Melee Weapon still requires valid Line of Sight to the target, and the attacking 
player still rolls 2 D6s when making attacks. Also, just like in the Ranged Attack 
Phase, the player who clears a path to a Resource card get to Scavenge that card and
place it in their Discard Pile. There are some differences, however.

Whereas Ranged Weapon cards are combined to make an Attack Bonus, Melee 
Weapon cards are used individually and are not combined. As such, Melee Weapon 
cards have a higher Attack Bonus than Ranged Weapon cards. Each Melee Weapon 
card is used to make a separate and individual Melee Attack.

Melee Weapon cards have very powerful abilities, but using them carries more risk. 
Failed Melee Attacks require the player to take 2 Damage cards.

*Ayden has 1 Nailed Bat card (+4 Attack Bonus) and 1 Machete card (+6 Attack 
Bonus) in his hand. He makes one Melee Attack with the Machete, adding 6 to his 
dice roll. He is successful in his first attack, and then makes another attack with his 
Nailed Bat. He adds 4 to his dice roll but misses. His second attack fails and he is 
forced to take 2 Damage cards and add them to his Discard Pile.

Horde phase

After the 4 player turns in a game round comes the Horde Phase. The Horde Phase 
is made up of 3 smaller phases; the Zombie Ability Phase, the Zombie Movement 
Phase, and the Spawn Phase. Each is covered in detail during the following sections.

Zombie Ability Phase



During the Zombie Ability Phase (ZAP) the Zombies in The Wasteland get to 
activate their abilities. At the top right of each Zombie card is that Zombie's 
Defense Value, and you'll note that some Zombies has a yellow glow around their 
Defense Value. This glow indicates that this Zombie's ability must be resolved now.
When a die must be rolled to resolve an ability, the first player makes the roll.

Zombie abilities are resolved first from left to right along the Back Row, and then 
from left to right along the Front Row of The Wasteland. It's important to note that
Zombies (and Survivors) that are Destroyed during the Zombie Ability Phase are 
not respawned until the end of the Horde Phase. Once all abilities have been 
resolved, the next phase begins.

*There is an Exploder in the Back Row of the Wasteland and it comes time to resolve
its ability. The first player rolls a D6 and rolls a '2'. The Exploder Explodes and deals
2 Damage to each player and Destroys itself and the cards that are to the right, to 
the left, and below it. The Zombies to the right of and below the Exploder will not 
have their abilities resolved due to the order in which cards are resolved during the 
ZAP.

Zombie Movement Phase

After the ZAP come the Zombie Movement Phase (ZMP). All remaining Zombies 
(Survivors never move) that were not Destroyed during the Zombie Ability Phase 
are eligible to move towards the players. If a Zombie makes it past the Front Row of
The Wasteland it is discarded and it deals 1 Damage to a player. The players get to 
decide who will take the Damage. If multiple Zombies move out of the play area, 
that many Damage cards must be dealt to the players. Just like with failed attacks, 
Damage cards are taken from the Damage Supply and added to the appropriate 
Discard Pile(s).

The first player rolls a D6 to determine which Zombie(s) will move during the ZMP. 
The player boards show which types of Zombies move on the various results. 
Movement is resolved backwards from the ZAP abilities. It starts with the right side 
of the Front Row and goes left, then proceeding to the right side of the Back Row 
and again moving right to left. If a Zombie moves it advances 1 row: from the Back 
Row to the Front Row, or from the Front Row out of the player area.

Sometimes a Zombie that should move due to a die roll will not be able to. In this 
case the Zombie is blocked and will not advance. Still other times a Zombie might 
be due to move forward and have a Survivor in front of it. In this case the Zombie 
advances, Killing the Survivor. Just like in the ZAP, empty spaces are not respawned
until the end of the Horde Phase during the Spawn Phase.



*Runners always move if able. They advance on all results, even a '6'. It is still 
possible for Runners to become blocked, however.

*A Walker is on the Back Row in the second column. In front of it is a Crawler on the 
Front Row in the same column. The first player rolls a D6 to resolve the ZMP and 
rolls a '2', which means that only Stalkers and Walkers (and Runners) will advance. 
However, the Crawler in front of the Walker does not move, and as such the Walker 
is blocked and does not advance.

*The ZMP is due to be resolved and The Wasteland is completely full of Zombies in a
3 player game. Since there are 6 columns in a 3 player game and every space in The 
Wasteland is occupied by a Zombie, a roll of '1' would be very bad for the players. 
The first player rolls a D6 and rolls a '1'. The players are forced to take 6 Damage as
the entire Front Row moves off of the play area and are added to the Zombie 
discard pile. Each player decides to take 2 Damage cards to satisfy the Damage 
dealt and adds them to their Discard Piles.

SPAWN Phase

At the end of the Horde Phase is the Spawn Phase. Empty spaces on the Back Row 
are Spawned and any Event Walkers (if any) that appear are immediately resolved. 
Once the Back Row, and potentially some spaces on the Front Row (Crawlers, 
Events), are Spawned the next game round begins.  The first player token is passed 
to the next player in clockwise order and that player begins their turn.

OTHER RULES

Survivors

Survivors are permanents found in The Wasteland alongside Zombies and can be 
rescued using Ranged or Melee Attacks. All Survivors in the core game have a 
Defense Value of 12. When making attacks against Survivors players are actually 
attempting to Rescue them, and as such they do not take Damage for failed attacks.

When a Survivor is Rescued it is not added to the active player's Discard Pile, but is 
instead put directly into play under the player's control. Survivors are placed below 
the player board and their effects are immediately gained if the Survivor's abilities 
are applicable to the combat phases. 

Even though there are multiple copies of each Survivor in the Horde Deck, each 
player may only control 1 of each unique Survivor. As an example, a single player 



may not control 2 Shooters. Players may still target Survivors that they already have

under their control, but when Rescued the 2nd copy is added to the discard pile for 
the Horde Deck cards. 

*Joie wants to try to Rescue the Brawler, which has a Defense Value of '12'. She has 
Ranged Weapon cards in her hand that together give her an Attack Bonus of '+4'. 
She makes a Ranged Attack as normal against the Brawler's Defense Value by 
rolling her dice and rolls a '6'. Her Attack Bonus plus her Attack Roll equals '10', 
which is not high enough to Rescue the Brawler. The Brawler remains in play and 
Joie Discards an Ammunition card to try again, but this time with only a '+3' Attack
Bonus due to the Discarded Ammunition card.

*It's Zoe's turn and she has the cards in her Hand to make 1 Melee Attack and 1 
Ranged Attack. She attacks with her Melee Weapon and misses, taking 2 Damage. 
Instead of making a Ranged Attack against a hostile target and risking more 
Damage, she decides to attempt to Rescue a Survivor. She fails in the attack but 
does not take any Damage.

*Ayden Rescues the Gatherer during the Ranged Attack Phase. The Gatherer is put 
into play below his player board, but since the Gatherer's ability allows the player 
to Draw an additional card during the Draw Phase its ability does not take effect 
until Ayden's next turn.

LOCATIONS

The other type of permanent in the core game of Search and Survive is Locations. 
Location are also found in The Wasteland, but unlike Survivors they appear in the 
Resource Row. After a successful attack when a Location is acquired it is Scavenged 
and place into the active player's Discard Pile. When it is later shuffled into the 
player's Deck and Drawn it can be played below the player board during the Item 
Phase.

Locations are divided into 2 types, Local and Global. Local Locations only affect the 
controlling player. Global Locations can be used by any player on their turn, no 
matter who controls it. 

*Joie controls the Pawn Shop and decides that she wants to gamble a bit. During the
Item Phase of her turn she uses the Pawn Shop's ability and rolls a D6. She rolls a '5'
and Draws another card to add to her Hand, even though the Draw Phase of her 
turn has ended. Had she rolled a '1' she would have had to add a Damage card from
her Damage Supply to her Discard Pile.



*It's Dagon's turn and he has a difficult choice to make. His Damage Supply is 
running low and he is concerned because if he takes 3 more Damage cards it will be 
completely depleted and the team will lose the game. He decides to use Ayden's 
Hospital (Global Location) to Remove 2 Damage cards from his Discard Pile. To do 
this he Draws his Hand of 5 cards during the Draw Phase and then immediately 
Discards those cards, effectively skipping his turn. He Removes the 2 Damage cards 
from his Discard pile, returns them to his Damage Supply, and ends his turn. Had he
only had 1 Damage card in his Discard pile he would have only been able to Remove 
1. 

*Zoe controls the Shanty. During the Draw Phase of her turn she Draws 2 Damage 
cards in addition to 3 other non-Damage cards. She proceeds to the Item Phase and 
uses the Shanty's ability. She Discards 1 of the Damage cards and Draws another 
card to add to her Hand.

SURGE TOKENS

Surge Tokens represent a small boost a player gets from taking a lot of Damage. If 
at any time during the Item Phase a player has 3 Damage cards in their Hand they 
may Discard them to take a Surge Token. Surge Tokens have several ways that they 
can be used, and any player can use a Surge Token on any other player or themself. 
Once a Surge Token is used it is Removed and returned to the supply.

The following is a list of their uses:

1. Reroll – When used after an unsuccessful attack the targeted player may reroll
1 or both dice. This is essentially a free second attack. No Damage need be 
taken or Ammunition spent unless the free second attack also fails. This is 
simply a do-over for the initial attack.

2. Outbreak Save – During the Outbreak if a Survivor is rolled for and a '1' or '2' 
is rolled a Surge Token may be used to negate the effect. There is no reroll, 
the Survivor is simply spared and remains in play under that player's control.

3. Overrun Save - During the Overrun if a Location is rolled for and a '1' or '2' is 
rolled a Surge Token may be used to negate the effect. There is no reroll, the 
Location is simply spared and remains in play under that player's control.

4. Final Damage – A Surge Token may be used to prevent a player from taking 
their final Damage card. If a player would take 1 Damage that would kill them,
a Surge Token will negate the Damage and the targeted player will keep the 
last Damage card in their Damage Supply. Surge Tokens can only prevent a 
player's final Damage card from being suffered.

*Zoe has 2 Damage cards left in her Damage Supply and an Exploder Explodes, 



dealing 2 Damage to each player. Dagon uses his Surge Token on Zoe to prevent her 
from taking her final Damage card. Zoe is forced to take 1 of the 2 Damage that the

Exploder caused but the 2nd, final Damage is negated. Had Zoe only had 1 Damage 
card left in her Damage supply when the Exploder Exploded, it would have taken 2 
Surge Tokens to keep her in the game. 1 Surge Token only negates 1 final Damage 
card.

*Ayden attempts a Melee Attack on a Zombie and fails. He would have to take 2 
Damage cards, but Joie uses one of her Surge Tokens to allow him to reroll the 
attack. Ayden rolls his dice again and this time he succeeds with the attack. He 
takes no Damage.

*Dagon controls a Survivor, the Brawler, when the Outbreak occurs. He rolls to see if
the Brawler will succumb to the Outbreak and rolls a '1'. Normally the Brawler 
would be Killed, but Zoe uses a Surge Token to save him. The Brawler is saved and 
stays in play under Dagon's control.

OBJECTIVES

An Objective should be chosen at the beginning of the game and laid face up so that
all players can read the goals they are trying to achieve. All Objectives require that 
cards be played on top of them, or near them for ease of keeping track. The most 
important rule to remember is that no card can be used for its ability and be played 
to the Objective on the same turn.

Cards can be played to the current Objective in 1 of 2 ways. The first way they can 
be played is from the active player's Hand or player mat. The second way is for the 
card to be Scavenged/Drawn/Rescued from The Wasteland/Resource Deck and 
added directly to the Objective rather than to the a player's Hand, Discard Pile or 
player mat. The second option is available to all players at any appropriate time 
when a card is acquired.

As soon as all parts of the Objective have been satisifed the game ends in a victory 
for the players.

*Joie makes a successful Melee Attack with the Machete against a Zombie on the 
Back Row of The Wasteland. She Scavenges the Flashlight that was behind the 
Zombie on the Resource Row and then uses the Machete's ability. She Scavenges a 
Bandages card from the Resource Deck and adds both the Flashlight and Bandages 
card to her Discard Pile. Since all players get to Scavenge a card from the Resource 
Deck due to the Machete's ability the other players take turns doing so in turn 
order. When it gets to be Ayden's turn to Scavenge he gets a Pawn Shop card. He 



can either add it to his Discard Pile as normal or play it directly to the Starting Over 
Objective the group is currently playing.

Items

Some Item Cards have a curved arrow symbol on them. If used for its primary 
ability, any card with this symbol is Sacrificed instead of Discarded. When a card is 
Sacrificed it is removed from the game instead of simply Discarded. These cards can
instead be Discarded during the Item Phase to allow the player to Draw an 
additional card.

Player Mats

Each player mat has a unique character with likewise unique abilities. These abilities 
are very powerful so it is important for players to know what their characters are 
capable of. 

Some player mats have abilities that allow the player to start the game with cards in
their Discard Pile. If this is the case the appropriate cards should be pulled from the 
Resource Deck before the game begins.

*It's the Zombie Ability Phase and Ayden is the Medic. A Spitter activates and will 
deal 1 Damage to a player, but the players must decide who will take it. One of the 
Medic's abilities is the chance to negate Damage. Ayden declares that he will take 
the Damage since he knows he has a chance to block it. He rolls a D6 and gets a '4'. 
His attempt to cancel the Damage fails and he must add 1 Damage card from his 
Damage Supply to his Discard Pile.

*Zoe is playing as the Sharpshooter and is using a Sniper Rifle as her primary 
weapon. She makes a successful attack against a Walker on the Back Row. The 
Walker is discarded and the path is clear to a Bandages card in the Resource Row. 
Normally due to the Sniper Rifle's ability the Resource would remain and the 
Walker's space would simply be respawned, but due to the Sharpshooter's ability 
she chooses Joie to take the Bandages card. Joie Scavenges the Bandages card and 
adds it to her Discard Pile.

Important Definitions

Back Row – The Back Row is the main Spawn point for Zombies and Survivors in The
Wasteland. Unless a card states otherwise, only spaces on the Back Row are 
respawned after a card is cleared from it. It is found between the Front Row and the
Resource Row. 



Damage – Also called Damage cards. Each player starts with 10 Damage cards, and 
any time a player must take Damage an appropriate number of Damage cards are 
moved from that player's Damage Supply to their Discard Pile. In future turns 
Damage cards can be Drawn and used to activate abilities and be Discarded for 
Surge Tokens.

Damage Supply – Each player starts the game with 10 Damage cards, which start in a
pile called the Damage Supply. If any player's Damage Supply is depleted the game 
ends immediately in defeat.

Destroy – Destroyed is important to differentiate from Killed due to certain card 
abilities. Some cards have abilities that trigger only when Killed. Exploders Destroy 
things when they Explode, for example.

Discard – Refers to moving a card to a player's Discard Pile. Most cards when used 
are added to the Discard Pile.

Draw – Drawing a card is taking a card (usually from the player's Deck) and adding 
it to a player's Hand. Sometimes cards can be Drawn directly from the Resource 
Deck as well. In either case, the card is added to the player's Hand.

Explode – Exploding refers to an action that Destroys adjacent cards in The 
Wasteland. Adjacent is defined in The Wasteland as being directly beside, below, or 
above. During the Zombie Ability Phase an Exploder has the chance of Exploding 
(Destroying adjacent cards) and dealing 2 Damage to each player in addition to 
Exploding.

Front Row – The frontmost row of The Wasteland. Thought the Back Row is usually 
the only place where Zombies and Survivors Spawn, they can sometimes 
move/Spawn on the Front Row. The most important difference to understand is 
that spaces on the Front Row are only filled when instructed or during the Zombie 
Movement Phase, and are not normally respawned after a successful attack.

Horde Deck – The Deck beside the Back Row where Zombies and Survivors are 
Spawned from.  

Kill – Killing refers to defeating a Zombie or Survivor through combat or abilities. 
When some cards are Killed they have abilities that can be activated. Killing is 
distinguishable from Destroying.

Objective – An Objective is a set of goals for the players to work towards during the 
course of a game. An Objective card is chosen at the beginning of the game to 



determine these goals.

Prep – When a card is Prepped it is placed on the card allowing the action (or on the 
Scrapper player board) and is added to the player's Hand on their next turn during 
the Draw Phase. The same card may not be Prepped two turns in a row, even from 
different entities allowing the action. Any card that is not Discarded during the Item
Phase or Attack Phases can be Prepped, including weapons that were used (but not 
Discarded). Players may choose not to use an Item or Resource card during their 
turn and Prep it instead.

Remove – Refers to taking a card from its current location and returning it to where 
it started. For example, Damage cards that are healed/Removed are returned to that
player's Damage Supply. 

Rescue – An attack done against a Survivor in attempt to save it from The 
Wasteland. Rescuing is different from attacking because a player does not risk 
Damage from Rescue attempts. When a Survivor is Rescued it is added below that 
player's player board.

Resource Deck – Deck of cards beside the Resource Row. When Resources are 
Scavenged from The Wasteland they are respawned from the Resource Deck.

Resource Row – The row above the Back Row where Resources Spawn. Clearing a 
path to the Resource Row is the primary way in which players acquire new cards.

Sacrifice – When a card is Sacrificed it removed from the game instead of Discarded.
Player cards with an arrow symbol must be Sacrificed to use their primary ability.

Scavenge – Scavenging is done after a successful attack or when instructed by a card
and refers to adding a new card directly to a Discard Pile. Cards on the Resource 
Row are Scavenged after a successful attack, for example.

Spawn – Refers to adding a new card to an appropriate space in The Wasteland. 
Some card effects trigger as soon as a card Spawns.

The Wasteland – 21 spaces making up the play area where cards can Spawn and 
move through. Consists of the Resource Row, Back Row, and Front Row.


